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DEPARTMENT OF SANSKRIT  
(ACADEMIC YEAR 2022-2023) 

 

Introduction 

Student Centric Methods includes Participative and Experiential Learning process. As a part of 

participative methods, seminar presentation has been used. Seminar methods are an interactive and 

participatory form of learning that fosters active engagement among students. This approach 

involves a group of students, guided by a facilitator or an expert, discussing a specific topic or 

presenting their findings to the rest of the class.  As a part of Experiential learning sloka chanting 

has been adopted. Experiential learning involves hands-on experiences that facilitate a deeper 

understanding of concepts. In the context of sloka chanting, this ancient practice has been 

integrated into the curriculum to provide a unique experiential learning opportunity. Sloka 

chanting contributes to the learning process in Cultural and Linguistic Understanding and memory 

enhancement. 

 

Participative Learning Experiential Learning 
Seminar Presentation Sloka chanting 
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Participative Learning - Seminar Presentation  

Programme Objectives 

• Development of critical thinking abilities 

• Fostering a culture of knowledge sharing 

Programme Report:  

Seminar Presentation has been done each student in the class. This presentation helps the students 

to improve their thinking ability and presentation skill. A part from classroom presentation invited 

talks has also been arranged to the students for getting the first had information. The event has 

been organized on 30th August 2022. Invited talks ensure students receive current and relevant 

information about industry trends, technological advancements, and emerging practices. Each 

student improves their communication skills by presenting complex ideas in a clear and organized 

manner. 

Programme attained Outcome:  

Students can interact with invited speakers, facilitating networking and the establishment of 

valuable professional connections. Presenting information to peers fosters problem-solving skills 

as students address questions, challenges, and potential counterarguments during their 

presentations. 
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Brochure: 
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Attendance: 
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Geotag Photo 

    

Presentation done by Dr.C T Francis, Associate Profosser (Retd), Chairman of Academic 
Committee for UG as apart of Sanskrit day Celebrations  

 

Experiential Learning process - Sloka chanting 

Programme Objectives: 

● Enhance language proficiency, especially in classical languages. 

● Cultivate an appreciation for diverse cultures and traditions. 

Programme Report:  

The session began with an introduction to the significance of sloka chanting in cultural and 

spiritual traditions. Students were briefed on the objectives of the session, emphasizing the holistic 

benefits of this ancient practice. Carefully chosen slokas with linguistic, philosophical, and ethical 

significance were introduced. A brief discussion followed each sloka, exploring its cultural and 

philosophical context.  
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Programme attained Outcome:  

Active engagement in chanting enhances pronunciation, language comprehension, and 

proficiency, especially in classical languages. The repetitive nature of chanting contributes to 

memory enhancement.  

Brochure: 
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Geotag photos 

 

Videos link: 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1O0CtOUn1EYFmepB8B0V
PyIPy2Yaf8Uk5/view?usp=sharing 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LyivRJ4HzxvxjqwAiLFu-
l6ZqQGqZOjU/view?usp=sharing 

 

 
 

PRINCIPAL 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1O0CtOUn1EYFmepB8B0VPyIPy2Yaf8Uk5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1O0CtOUn1EYFmepB8B0VPyIPy2Yaf8Uk5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LyivRJ4HzxvxjqwAiLFu-l6ZqQGqZOjU/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LyivRJ4HzxvxjqwAiLFu-l6ZqQGqZOjU/view?usp=sharing

